For all in-ground pools.
Works with
a booster pump.
The Polaris 280, renowned for
its robust design and powerful
cleaning action sweeps, scrubs
and vacuums the bottom and
walls of even the most difficult
to clean pools.

Powered by dual vacuum jets
and an integrated booster pump,
the Polaris 280 will clean an
average size pool in less than 3
hours, including picking up large
debris most cleaners are unable
to handle.

Utilising the world renowned Polaris pressure cleaning technology, the Polaris 280 is
the most popular pressure cleaner in Australia. Operating from its own booster pump,
the Polaris 280 delivers superior all-round cleaning performance, perfect for pools of
all shapes and sizes.
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1 Filter Bag
Unlike suction cleaners the Polaris 280
collects debris in its unique filter bag
before it reaches the filter (reduces filter
cleaning by up to 80%).

5 Translucent Housing
The stylish housing provides superior
resistance to UV discolouration and
improved weatherability.

2 Patented 3 Wheel Design
The patented 3 wheel design of the
cleaner assists with turning and
movement of the machine out of corners
and steps. In addition, the 3-wheel design
ensures the cleaner very rarely
approaches the pool walls square-on;
a common cause of other cleaners
getting caught.

The Polaris 280 operates off an integrated
booster pump in conjunction with the
main pool pump. Installed into a 40mm
or 50mm dedicated line or in some cases
a solar line provision the Polaris 280
operates at 100% efficiency.

3 Dual Vacuum Jets
The Polaris 280 is powered by 2 vacuum
jets that provide fast and efficient
cleaning performance (cleans pools in
less than 3 hours!).
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Throat Intake

The Polaris 280 has the largest throat
of any Polaris cleaner and an extra large
vacuum bag making it the ideal cleaner
for picking up large debris such as leaves,
gum nuts and pebbles.

Pressured Booster Pump

Patented TankTrax Tyres
The Polaris 280 is also available in a
TankTrax model. The TankTrax tyres
provide improved climbing and
maneuverability particularly on tile and
fiberglass surfaces and in pools with
sharp wall-floor junctions.

Patented TankTrax Tyres

Optional Extras
Leaf Bag - Ideal for heavier debris pools
Sand/Silt Bag - Ideal for finer debris such as
sand and silt
PosiTrax Tyres - Provide extra grip in tiled and
fibreglass pools
MV3/Power Separator - Safeguards your
equipment against power surges and
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Translucent Housing

protects your booster pump from running dry

Pressure Booster Pump

